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1. Introduction 

The Immunization Gateway Portfolio of projects facilitate electronic messaging of immunization records in a secure 
infrastructure. Messaging is based on the CDC’s HL7 Version 2.5.1 Implementation Guide for Immunization 
Messaging Release 1.5 and transmitted via a SOAP web service interface. To define the SOAP interface, the CDC 
published a WSDL that has been implemented by most IISs. The CDC WSDL has been updated for use in the 
Immunization Gateway Portfolio, and this is referred to as the Gateway WSDL. 

IISs can act as both initiators and responders for immunization messaging. This document serves as an overview of 
the technical specifications and processes that EHRs must undertake to successfully participate in the IZ Gateway 
Connect and component of the Immunization Gateway Portfolio. 

• IZ Gateway Connect: Enables large national and non-traditional vaccinators, such as the 
Vaccine Administration Management System (VAMS), to report and query immunization data 
with IISs using the gateway’s centralized data exchange, avoiding multiple, individual, point-to-
point connections. 

1.1. Requirement Keywords 

For the sake of clarity, this document utilizes the requirement keywords defined in RFC 2119. The common phrasing 
describing this relationship is included below: 

 

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", 

"MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119. 

1.2. Terminology 

Immunization Message – A Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) message defined by either the CDC WSDL or 
the Gateway WSDL that contains immunization data as defined by the CDC’s HL7 Version 2.5.1 Implementation 
Guide for Immunization Messaging Release 1.5. 

EHR Client – An EHR actor that initiates Immunization Messages within the Immunization Gateway Portfolio – 
the “client” in an HTTP(S) client-server relationship. 

IIS Server – An IIS actor that responds to Immunization Messages within the Immunization Gateway Portfolio – 
the “server” in an HTTP(S) client-server relationship. 

IZ Gateway – The system through which Immunization Messages are communicated between an EHR Client 
and an IIS Server 

IZ Gateway Server – The functionality of the IZ Gateway as an HTTP(S) server and the SOAP web service 
endpoints it exposes that is messaged by EHR Clients. 

IZ Gateway Client – The functionality of the IZ Gateway as an HTTP(S) client and its communication 
with the SOAP web service endpoint exposed by an IIS Server. 

CDC WSDL – The Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) originally published by the CDC to facilitate 
Immunization Message communication. 

IIS Endpoint – The SOAP web service endpoint exposed by an IIS Server for immunization messaging and 

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/technical-guidance/downloads/hl7guide-1-5-2014-11.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/programs/iis/technical-guidance/downloads/hl7guide-1-5-2014-11.pdf
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2119
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defined by the CDC WSDL. 

Gateway WSDL – A WSDL developed specifically for the Immunization Gateway Portfolio as a modification of 
the CDC WSDL. 

IZ Gateway Endpoint – The SOAP web service endpoint exposed by the IZ Gateway Server for immunization 
messaging and defined by the Gateway WSDL. 

Destination – An IIS Server that is the intended recipient of an Immunization Message after passing through the 
IZ Gateway. 

IZ Certificate – An X.509 certificate from the Immunization Gateway Portfolio’s Private Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
and provided by DigiCert.  
 

2. IZ Gateway Portfolio Participation Requirements  

In IZ Gateway Share the goal of the project is communication between an EHR and the IISs. 

The sections below detail requirements for EHR participation as an EHR.  

2.1. EHR Client Participation Requirements 

The following are requirements for EHR Clients participating in IZ Gateway Connect. 

● EHR Clients MUST utilize the IZ Certificate when connecting to the IZ Gateway for client-side X.509 
authentication. 

● Connections to the IZ Gateway from an EHR Client require TLSv1.2.  

● EHR Clients MUST message the IZ Gateway Endpoint as defined by the Gateway WSDL 

● The Immunization Message MUST comply with the HL7 Version 2.5.1 Implementation Guide for 
Immunization Messaging Release 1.5. 

3. EHR Connectivity  

The IZ Gateway infrastructure is secured with X.509 certificates. The IZ Gateway Portfolio has its own Private Key 
Infrastructure (PKI). DigiCert is the certificate authority and registration authority for IZ Certificates. The PKI is 
administered by the IZ Gateway technical team, and certificates will be provided as part of onboarding to the IZ 
Gateway Portfolio. A detailed description of the DigiCert portal and its associated workflows is contained in 
“Appendix B IZ Gateway - DigiCert Portal Guide.” 

IZ Certificates are valid for one year and MUST be renewed annually. A certificate request can be reused twice, 
meaning that a single certificate request can be used for up to three years. The first two renewals are essentially 
automatic, requiring only that a “renew” button is clicked in the DigiCert portal. A new certificate signing request is 
not required to renew a certificate. This means that a new certificate signing request needs to be generated once 
every three years. 

3.1. EHR Client Certificates 

EHR Clients MUST use client-side X.509 authentication (also called bidirectional or two-way TLS) with an IZ 
Certificate to connect to the IZ Gateway. Authentication of an EHR Client depends exclusively on the IZ Certificate 
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and not on any other form of credentials.  

3.2. IZ Gateway Server Certificate 

The IZ Gateway Endpoint is secured by an IZ Certificate. 

4. IZ Gateway Portfolio Architecture 

4.1. Immunization Message Lifecycle 

To understand the messaging workflow of the IZ Gateway it is useful to consider an Immunization Message request 
and response transaction as it flows through the IZ Gateway. Consider an EHR Client that wishes to query an IIS 
Server, as in IZ Gateway Connect. There are two separate HTTPS sessions with the IZ Gateway in the middle acting 
as both a client and a server.  

The first HTTPS session is initiated by the EHR Client to the IZ Gateway Server. The EHR Client sends an 
Immunization Message request to the IZ Gateway Server, which reads the SOAP header to identify the Destination. 
The second HTTPS session is initiated by the IZ Gateway Client to the Destination. The response returns from the 
Destination to the IZ Gateway, which then sends the response back to the EHR Client. 

 

4.2. Development IZ Gateway Endpoint 

The endpoint for the development IZ Gateway is: 

https://dev.phiz-project.org/IISHubService 

The development IZ Gateway, because it is specifically designated for testing only, does write full message content 
to its logs to aid in testing. Real patient data should never be used in testing with the development IZ Gateway. The 
production IZ Gateway does not store message content in any manner. 

4.3. Production IZ Gateway Endpoint 

The endpoint for the production IZ Gateway is: 

https://prod.phiz-project.org/IISHubService 

https://dev.phiz-project.org/IISHubService
https://prod.phiz-project.org/IISHubService
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5. Immunization Message Requests 

The structure of an Immunization Message request is relatively simple. The following are the key elements in a 
request: 

● The request SOAP header MUST contain a DestinationId element to identify the Destination. The 
DestinationId is assigned by the IZ Gateway team and is a short identifier for an IIS Server, typically a state’s 
2-letter code or another short identifier. Requests from the IZ Gateway to the Destination do not contain a 
SOAP header. 

● The request SOAP body contains the operation SubmitSingleMessageRequest when utilizing the Gateway 
WSDL, or submitSingleMessage when utilizing the CDC WSDL. It contains four data elements: 

○ Username - The Immunization Message request MAY contain this element, which is the username 
for connecting to the Destination. If the IZ Gateway has a username stored for a Destination, then 
the IZ Gateway will overwrite any username in the request with its own information. 

○ Password - The Immunization Message request MAY contain this element, which is a password for 
connecting to the Destination. If the IZ Gateway has a password stored for a Destination, then the 
IZ Gateway will overwrite any password in the request with its own information. 

○ FacilityID – If required by the IIS Server, the Immunization Message request MUST contain this 
element that identifies the EHR Client or EHR sending the request. 

○ Hl7Message – The Immunization Message request SHALL contain this element that holds the 
immunization data request in HL7 v2.5.1 format. 

5.1. Immunization Message Request to the IZ Gateway 

Below is an example Immunization Message request as it comes to the IZ Gateway Endpoint. Elements identified in 
the list above have been bolded and highlighted. 

<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope" 

xmlns:urn="urn:cdc:iisb:hub:2014" xmlns:urn1="urn:cdc:iisb:2014"> 

   <soap:Header xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"> 

      <urn:HubRequestHeader> 

         <urn:DestinationId>destination id</urn:DestinationId> 

      </urn:HubRequestHeader> 

<wsa:Action>urn:cdc:iisb:hub:2014:IISHubPortType:SubmitSingleMessageRequest</w

sa:Action> 

      <wsa:MessageID>uuid:702c904a-5d3a-4e62-ba11-facffcc359ad</wsa:MessageID> 

   </soap:Header> 

   <soap:Body> 

      <urn1:SubmitSingleMessageRequest> 
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         <urn1:Username>username</urn1:Username> 

         <urn1:Password>password</urn1:Password> 

         <urn1:FacilityID>facility id</urn1:FacilityID> 

         <urn1:Hl7Message>HL7 v2.5.1 request</urn1:Hl7Message> 

      </urn1:SubmitSingleMessageRequest> 

   </soap:Body> 

</soap:Envelope> 

6. Immunization Message Responses 

The structure of an Immunization Message response is also relatively simple. The following are the key elements in 
a response: 

● The response SOAP header contains: 

○ DestinationId – The Immunization Message response MUST contain this element, which is a copy of 
the DestinationId that was sent with the Immunization Message request. 

○ DestinationUri – The Immunization Message response MUST contain this element, which is the URI 
of the Destination that the Immunization Message request was sent to. 

● The response SOAP body contains the operation SubmitSingleMessageResponse  which contains a single 
data element: 

○ Hl7Message – Only in responses from the IZ Gateway, the Immunization Message response MUST 
contain this element, which holds the immunization data response in HL7 v2.5.1 format. 

6.1. Immunization Message Response from the IZ Gateway 

Below is an example Immunization Message response as it comes from the IZ Gateway Server to the EHR Client. 
Elements identified in the list above have been bolded and highlighted. 

<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope"> 

    <soap:Header> 

        <Action 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">urn:cdc:iisb:hub:2014:IISHubPortT

ype:SubmitSingleMessageResponse</Action> 

        <MessageID 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">urn:uuid:dbcdf1ec-6d67-45a0-8836-

b43cc907b201</MessageID> 

        <To 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">http://www.w3.org/2005/08/address

ing/anonymous</To> 

        <RelatesTo xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">uuid:265bc6e9-
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3a1d-4362-817c-f34fd6d5ce5e</RelatesTo> 

        <iis-hub:HubResponseHeader xmlns:iis="urn:cdc:iisb:2014" xmlns:iis-

hub="urn:cdc:iisb:hub:2014" xmlns:ns4="urn:cdc:iisb:2011"> 

            <iis-hub:DestinationId>destination id</iis-hub:DestinationId> 

            <iis-hub:DestinationUri>destination URI</iis-hub:DestinationUri> 

        </iis-hub:HubResponseHeader> 

    </soap:Header> 

    <soap:Body> 

        <iis:SubmitSingleMessageResponse xmlns:iis="urn:cdc:iisb:2014" 

xmlns:iis-hub="urn:cdc:iisb:hub:2014"> 

            <iis:Hl7Message>HL7 v2.5.1 response</iis:Hl7Message> 

        </iis:SubmitSingleMessageResponse> 

    </soap:Body> 

</soap:Envelope> 
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7. Appendix A -- IZ Gateway Portfolio Security Guide 

7.1. Transport Layer Security (TLS) 

7.1.1. Protocol Versions 

All communication with the IZ Gateway MUST utilize TLS version 1.2 (TLSv1.2). 

7.1.2. Cipher Suites 

Supported Cipher Suites 

All TLS communication with the IZ Gateway MUST utilize one of the following cipher suites, as determined during 
each associated TLS handshake (see the IANA TLS Cipher Suite Registry): 

Order of 

Preference 

ID Name 

1 0xC0,0x30 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 

2 0xC0,0x2C TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 

3 0xC0,0x2F TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 

4 0xC0,0x2B TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 

5 0x00,0x9F TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 

6 0x00,0xA3 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 

7 0x00,0x9E TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 

8 0x00,0xA2 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 

9 0xC0,0x28 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 

10 0xC0,0x24 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 

11 0xC0,0x14 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA 

12 0xC0,0x0A TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA 

13 0xC0,0x27 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 

14 0xC0,0x23 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 

15 0xC0,0x13 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA 

16 0xC0,0x09 TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246
http://www.iana.org/assignments/tls-parameters/tls-parameters.xhtml#tls-parameters-4
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17 0x00,0x6B TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 

18 0x00,0x6A TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 

19 0x00,0x39 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA 

20 0x00,0x38 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA 

21 0x00,0x67 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 

22 0x00,0x40 TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 

23 0x00,0x33 TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA 

7.1.3. Sessions 

• All TLS sessions to/from the IZ Gateway MUST NOT be resumed. A TLS handshake MUST always 
occur. 

● The IZ Gateway MUST invalidate an existing TLS session if a resumption is requested by a TLS client, thus 
automatically forcing re-handshaking. 

8. Appendix B – IZ Gateway Portal DigiCert Portal Guide  

8.1. Overview 

This appendix serves as a guide for utilizing the DigiCert portal to issue certificates for the IZ Gateway. The intent of 
this guide is to share relevant information with IZ Gateway participants so that the certificate issuance process is 
transparent. Not all the steps below must be carried out by IZ Gateway participants. This is because the portal 
administrator is required to do many of the steps. However, all the steps are described in this document to have a 
record of the process and to provide information to IZ Gateway Portfolio participants. 

8.2. Terminology 

● DigiCert Portal – The website that manages users, organizations, and certificates for the IZ Gateway 

Portfolio PKI, and through which certificates can be requested. 

● HCO – A Health Care Organization, as the portal terms them, is the organization through which the IIS is 

operated. 

● Portal Administrator – The user responsible for adding users, HCOs, and validating certificate requests. 

Currently, that user is a member of the IZ Gateway team. 

8.3. Adding an HCO 

An HCO is created in the portal as in the screenshot below. The Portal Administrator will create the HCO and their 
associated users. The HCO’s name and address are required, and those fields cannot be modified later. 

The field tilted “When validating Domains DigiCert should contact:” allows two choices. The first choice is “HISP 

https://www.digicert.com/account/login.php
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Validation Contact,” which is currently the same as the portal administrator. The second choice is “HCO Validation 
Contact,” which is shown in the screenshot, and allows any name and contact information to be entered. 

Other fields will be configured by the portal administrator. 

 

8.4. Adding a Domain 

Domains are associated with a single HCO. A Domain is added to an HCO by going to the Domains tab within an 
HCO and clicking on the Add Domain button. Domains will also be automatically added at the time of a certificate 
request if the CN of the certificate contains a domain that has not yet been verified.  

8.4.1. Verifying a Domain 

The domain must be verified by DigiCert. To verify a domain, DigiCert will send emails to the addresses listed in the 
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whois records for a domain. Instructions are included on how to verify the domain. If DigiCert is unable to verify a 
Domain with whois email records, then DigiCert can work directly with an HCO’s users to post a specific message on 
the domain or in its DNS record. Until the domain is verified a certificate cannot be issued for it. 

8.5. Adding a User 

Users must be created by the portal administrator. The first user for an HCO will be a representative for that HCO 
and will be designated as such in the portal. This representative will typically also be designated as a "requester," 
which has permission to request certificates. Each HCO can have any number of users, so it is not necessary for a 
single user to be both the representative and requester. 

Once the account is created, users will receive an email to complete the registration process. Identifying 
information and a password need to be entered and then a user can log in to the portal. A notarized declaration of 
identity is required for any user that will request certificates. The declaration of identity serves as the remote 
identity proofing that DigiCert, acting as the Registration Authority, requires. The notarization is verified by 
DigiCert. 

If other users need to be created for a particular HCO, please contact the portal administrator on the IZ Gateway 
team. 

8.5.1. User Responsibilities 

The user that has completed the declaration of identity and is responsible for requesting certificates is also 
responsible for keeping the certificate secure. Proliferation of an HCO’s certificate, along with its private key, allows 
compromise of the PKI and health data. 

8.6. Requesting a Certificate 

The IZ Gateway utilizes what the portal refers to as “device certificates.” A certificate can be requested before a 
domain is verified, but the certificate cannot be issued until the domain is verified. To request a certificate in the 
portal, go to Request a Device Cert (either at the top menu, or through the HCO Info screen), select the appropriate 
HCO if required, and the request certificate form will be presented. Input the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) first, 
which will automatically populate the “Domain” field. If the entered domain has not yet been validated, it will 
attempt to do so, as shown in the attached screenshot. The Validity Period should be 1 year. For convenience, the 
box can be checked to automatically submit renewal requests. The portal administrator is the Information Systems 
Security Officer (ISSO) and will approve requests. Additional recipient emails can be entered but are not required 
since the certificate can be downloaded at any time through the portal. 

The portal administer can request certificates on behalf of any HCO and requires a CSR. 
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